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Operations

This chapter describes additional operational aspects for the successful running ofAdabasAuditing.

Describes how to use the subscription logging facility, or SLOG
facility, to ensure that auditing data sent to specific destinations
is not lost if problems occur on those destinations.

Using the Auditing Subscription
Logging (SLOG) Facility

Describes Adabas Online System (AOS) features that support
Adabas Auditing.

AOS Features Supporting Adabas
Auditing
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Document Conventions

DescriptionConvention

Identifies elements on a screen.Bold

Identifies service names and locations in the format folder.subfolder.service,
APIs, Java classes, methods, properties.

Monospace font

Identifies:Italic

Variables for which you must supply values specific to your own situation or
environment.
New terms the first time they occur in the text.
References to other documentation sources.

Identifies:Monospace font

Text you must type in.
Messages displayed by the system.
Program code.

Indicates a set of choices from which you must choose one. Type only the information
inside the curly braces. Do not type the { } symbols.

{ }

Separates two mutually exclusive choices in a syntax line. Type one of these choices.
Do not type the | symbol.

|

Indicates one or more options. Type only the information inside the square brackets.
Do not type the [ ] symbols.

[ ]

Indicates that you can type multiple options of the same type. Type only the
information. Do not type the ellipsis (...).

...

Online Information and Support

Software AG Documentation Website

You can find documentation on the Software AG Documentation website at https://documenta-
tion.softwareag.com.

Software AG Empower Product Support Website

If you do not yet have an account for Empower, send an email to empower@softwareag.comwith
your name, company, and company email address and request an account.

Once you have an account, you can open Support Incidents online via the eService section of
Empower at https://empower.softwareag.com/.
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You can find product information on the Software AG Empower Product Support website at ht-
tps://empower.softwareag.com.

To submit feature/enhancement requests, get information about product availability, and download
products, go to Products.

To get information about fixes and to read early warnings, technical papers, and knowledge base
articles, go to the Knowledge Center.

If you have any questions, you can find a local or toll-free number for your country in our Global
Support Contact Directory at https://empower.softwareag.com/public_directory.aspx and give
us a call.

Software AG Tech Community

You can find documentation and other technical information on the SoftwareAGTechCommunity
website at https://techcommunity.softwareag.com. You can:

■ Access product documentation, if you have Tech Community credentials. If you do not, you
will need to register and specify "Documentation" as an area of interest.

■ Access articles, code samples, demos, and tutorials.
■ Use the online discussion forums, moderated by Software AG professionals, to ask questions,
discuss best practices, and learn how other customers are using Software AG technology.

■ Link to external websites that discuss open standards and web technology.

Data Protection

SoftwareAGproducts provide functionalitywith respect to processing of personal data according
to the EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). Where applicable, appropriate steps are
documented in the respective administration documentation.
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This section describes how to use the subscription logging facility, or SLOG facility, to ensure that
auditing data sent to specific destinations is not lost if problems occur on these destinations. The
SLOG facility is not automated, so itmust be activated for those destinations before you start using
it.

Once activated, when a destination becomes unavailable, the SLOG facility performs subscription
logging bywriting the auditing data to anAdabasAudit Server systemfile called the SLOG system
file. The moment the destination is reopened and available, the SLOG facility starts sending the
auditing data it recorded back to the destination, while continuing to record new auditing data
sent to that destination. When the destination logging catches up with the current auditing data
being processed, normal auditing processing resumes. This means that when all of the auditing
data written to the SLOG system file has been successfully sent to the destination, the Adabas
Audit Server will stop logging data to the SLOG system file for the destination and recommence
sending it directly to the destination.

Notes:

1. Subscription logging is resource intensive and should only be used where necessary.

2. If a destination is unavailable for a significant amount of time, a large volume of data can be
generated and written to the SLOG system file.

3. The single point of failure for the SLOG facility is that if the SLOG systemfile is not large enough
to contain the auditing data that must be logged, the SLOG facility fails, and auditing data will
subsequently be lost.

The following subsections cover the topics:

Setting Up Subscription Logging

Setting up subscription logging requires the following steps:

■ Step 1. Calculate the maximum amount of space required
■ Step 2. Define the SLOG system file
■ Step 3. Activate subscription logging for the appropriate destinations
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■ Step 4. Restart the Adabas Audit Server

Step 1. Calculate the maximum amount of space required

The installation requires an estimate of the amount of space that will be dedicated to the SLOG
system file. The data that is written to the SLOG file are the UAB* control blocks and associated
auditing data. Therefore, the most appropriate mechanism for determining how much data will
be written is to monitor the amount of data written to a specific destination during normal pro-
cessing.

To calculate the maximum amount of space follow these substeps:

1 Determine the maximum amount of time that a destination may be unavailable. This may be
related to maintenance windows, service level agreements, or other factors.

2 Determine the amount of data that is sent to the destination during its highest level of activity.

3 Based on the figures from these substeps 1 and 2, calculate the amount of data that will be
written to a destination, assuming maximum outage time during the highest level of activity.

4 Add a 50% contingency and use the result to calculate the space required in the SLOG system
file for the destination.

5 Repeat substeps 1 through 4 for each destination where the SLOG facility will be activated.

If multiple destinations are associated with the same subscription and if the destinations are
only written to from that one particular subscription, then only one destination should be
included in the calculation, as the SLOG facility can optimize the recording of data.

6 Based on the total space requirements for all destinations for which the SLOG facility will be
activated, establish a space requirement for the SLOG system file and verify that the Adabas
Audit Server is large enough to contain it.

Step 2. Define the SLOG system file

Using the space calculation fromStep 1, use the sample jobADALODSL to define the SLOG system
file to the Adabas Audit Server. Ensure all blank parameters in the sample job are correctly set.
Sample job ADALODSL is supplied in member ADALODSL of the MVSJOBS data set.
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Step 3. Activate subscription logging for the appropriate destinations

Review the destination definitions for the destinations for which you want subscription logging
and activate it using the Allow Logging field in Maintaining Destination Definitions within the
Adabas Auditing Configuration.

Step 4. Restart the Adabas Audit Server

Restart the Adabas Audit Server with the modified destination definitions.

Starting Subscription Logging

Once subscription logging has been activated for a destination, it will automatically occur if:

■ An unrecoverable error occurs on the destination.
■ The destination becomes full.

Stopping Subscription Logging

Once subscription logging is started for a destination, itwill automatically stopwhen the destination
becomes available again and all logged audit data is delogged from the SLOG system file to the
destination.

Delogging Subscription Logging File Data

Delogging is the process of reading the logged audit data for a destination in the SLOG system
file and sending it to the destination. For destinations with activated subscription logging and for
which data has been logged, deloggingwill occur automatically once the destination becomes full,
provided that a full condition is expected to clear itself.
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Deleting Subscription Logging System File Data

Logged audit data is deleted from the SLOG system file when:

■ The audit data has been delogged and successfully sent to the destination.
■ The destination is deactivated.
■ The audit data is logged for a destination and the Adabas Audit Server address space has been
terminated. When the Adabas Audit Server is subsequently restarted and if the data exists in
the SLOG system file for a destination that no longer exists or for which subscription logging
has been deactivated, all SLOG system file data for that destination is deleted.

Note: In caseswheremultiple destinationswith active subscription logging are being logged
to form a single subscription, the physical data in the SLOG system file will only be deleted
when it has been sent to all destinations which have experienced a failure. This is due to
an optimization in the Adabas Audit Server.

Maintaining the Subscription Logging System File

The SLOG system file must bemaintained in the samemanner as any other system file. The SLOG
systemfilemay be deleted, reloaded, saved, restored, refreshed, or reordered. Formore information
about Adabas system files and utilities, refer to your Adabas Utilities documentation.

Error Conditions for the Subscription Logging Facility

The only error condition expected for the SLOG facility is if the SLOG system file becomes full.
When this happens, the destination with the largest number of items on the SLOG system file is
identified and deactivated. Note that all SLOG system file data for this destinationwill be deleted,
resulting in data loss for this destination.

In the event of any other error, the SLOG facility will deactivate the destination where the failure
occurred. This will result in all SLOG system file data for that destination being deleted, resulting
in data loss for that destination.
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3 AOS Features Supporting Adabas Auditing

This section describes Adabas Online System (AOS) features that support Adabas Auditing:

■ The auditing related ADARUN parameters AUDITING= and LAP=will be shown appropriately
in the Display Parameters and Modify Parameters screens.

■ The Internal and Session High Water Marks screens will show appropriate values for the
auditing related ADARUN parameter LAP=.

■ Adabas files that have an Audit Name or Audit ID defined will display that information when
file parameters are displayed in the Modify File Parameters screen under File Maintenance.
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